
  

 

 

Celebrity Quiz - Questions and Answers

Questions

1. The shock was great in 2016: Brangelina split up - the end for Hollywood's dream
marriage! Who was Brad Pitt's last partner before Angelina Jolie?

a) Juliette Lewis
b) Gwyneth Paltrow
c) Jennifer Aniston
d) Kim Basinger

2. Matt Damon and Ben Affleck are not only actors and thick friends - they also wrote a
screenplay together for which they even won an Oscar! For which film?

a) Good Will Hunting
b) Saving Private Ryan
c) Dogma
d) The Talented Mr. Ripley

3. For his performance in which film did Jack Nicholson receive his first Oscar?

a) Easy Rider
b) Chinatown
c) One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
d) Shining

4. From which country do the actors Nicole Kidman, Cate Blanchett and Hugh Jackman
come?

a) Australia
b) Great Britain
c) Canada
d) New Zealand
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5. In which of these films by Tim Burton did Johnny Depp not act for once?

a) Edward Scissorhands
b) Ed Wood
c) Sleepy Hollow
d) Big Fish

6. Which young star regularly causes a stir with eccentric performance actions, such as
appearing in public with a paper bag over his head that says I'm not famous anymore?

a) James Franco
b) Shia LaBeouf
c) James Duval
d) Casey Affleck

7. Which of the following actors is not a known member of the Scientology sect?

a) Tom Cruise
b) Juliette Lewis
c) John Travolta
d) Meg Ryan

8. Which of these film couples was also together for a time in real life?

a) Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio
b) Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson
c) Julia Roberts and Richard Gere
d) Jennifer Lawrence and Josh Hutcherson

9. Which legendary actress holds the record for winning the most coveted film award with 4
Oscars to date?

a) Meryl Streep
b) Bette Davis
c) Ingrid Bergman
d) Katharine Hepburn

10. Which of these actors has appeared in the most Tarantino films?

a) Samuel L. Jackson
b) Uma Thurman
c) Christoph Waltz
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d) Tim Roth

11. In which cult film is Jeff Bridges simply called The Dude?

a) Tron
b) The Big Lebowski
c) True Grit
d) The Men Who Stare at Goats

12. Which African-American actress is a Buddhist but became famous in the role of a
dancing and singing nun?

a) Whoopi Goldberg
b) Pam Grier
c) Halle Berry
d) Angela Bassett

13. Which American film & series star is considered the king of scandals due to cocaine
addiction, sex orgies, abuse of his wife and children and abusive behaviour towards
colleagues?

a) Charlie Sheen
b) Will Smith
c) Adam Sandler
d) Zac Efron

14. Which of these actors was not a child star but became famous in adulthood?

a) Christian Bale
b) Drew Barrymore
c) Kirsten Dunst
d) Bruce Willis

15. Nicolas Cage is the nephew of which famous Hollywood director?

a) James Cameron
b) Steven Spielberg
c) Stanley Kubrick
d) Francis Ford Coppola
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Answers

1. Who was Brad Pitt's last partner before Angelina Jolie?

c) Jennifer Aniston

2) Matt Damon and Ben Affleck are not only actors and close friends - they also wrote a
screenplay together for which they even won an Oscar! For which film?

a) Good Will Hunting

3) For his performance in which film did Jack Nicholson receive his first Oscar?

c) One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

4. From which country do the actors Nicole Kidman, Cate Blanchett and Hugh Jackman
come?

a) Australia

5. In which of these films by Tim Burton did Johnny Depp not appear for once?

d) Big Fish

6. Which young star regularly causes a stir with eccentric performance actions, such as
appearing in public with a paper bag over his head that says I'm not famous anymore?

b) Shia LaBeouf

7. Which of the following actors is not a known member of the Scientology sect?

d) Meg Ryan

8. Which of these film couples was also together in real life at times?

b) Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson
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9. Which legendary actress holds the record for winning the most coveted film award with 4
Oscars to date?

d) Katharine Hepburn

10. Which of these actors has appeared in the most Tarantino films?

a) Samuel L. Jackson

11. In which cult film is Jeff Bridges simply called The Dude?

b) The Big Lebowski

12. Which African-American actress is a Buddhist but became famous in the role of a
dancing and singing nun?

a) Whoopi Goldberg

13. Which American film and series star is considered the king of scandals due to cocaine
addiction, sex orgies, abuse of his wife and children and abusive behaviour towards
colleagues?

a) Charlie Sheen

14. Which of these actors was not a child star, but became famous only in adulthood?

d) Bruce Willis

15. Nicolas Cage is the nephew of which famous Hollywood director?

d) Francis Ford Coppola
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